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ARCHAEOLOGICAL NOTES AND SUMMARIES
CANTERBURY ARCHAEOLOGICAL TRUST INTERIM REPORTS
Canterbury City sites
1. Marlowe Theatre, Canterbury (TR 14820 58050 centred)
Throughout 2009 the Tmst conducted archaeological investigations in
waterlogged conditions ahead of the constmction of the new Marlowe
Theatre, on the western side of the intra-mural branch of the Stour (Fig.
1). WMle water management in often cramped locations made excavation
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Fig, 1 Marlowe Theatre, Site plan showing areas A, B, C and D,
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especially challenging, the particular circumstances also made for some
excellent preservation of wooden artefacts. The excavation area to the
west of the existing theatre building had to be constantly pumped free
of water during the day for work to take place and, when the pumps
were switched off at night, would be submerged to a depth of nearly lm
witMn 20 minutes. It was in tMs area that a Mtherto unknown and large
Romano-British town house was discovered, on what would have been
a pemnsular overlooking the river at that time. Up to five rooms and a
corridor were partially excavated (to the formation level of the footings
for the new theatre), one room containing remnants of twenty-five pilae
stacks forming part of a hypocaust system. A doonvay leading from Room
4 retained its wooden tlueshold in excellent condition (Fig. 2). TMs reused piece of worked timber, so large tliat it had to be removed by crane,
is a rarefindnationally and seems to be umque for Canterbury. Tree-ring
dating is awaited at the time of writing. Fragments of painted wall plaster
were particularly well preserved in Rooms 1, 2 and 3. with wMte. red.
blue, black and yellow paint identified. It is telling, however, that much
of tMs material was recovered from a build-up of waterborne silts in the
rooms. It would seem that the town house was compromised soon after
constmction by a rising water table. A number of the doorways had been
deliberately blocked and apparently external metalled surfaces succeeded
earlier rooms, marking a change of use in the later Roman period.
Typical robbing out of Roman-period masonry probably occurred in
the early medieval period, perhaps during the constmction of nearby St
Peter's Church or the Blackfriars complex. Several large medieval refuse
pits were excavated in tlus area too. One, wood lined and waterlogged,
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Fig. 2 Roman wooden threshold recovered from the Marlowe Theatre,
Canterbury.
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produced a complete wooden platter. Preservation of wood was also
excellent in the area excavated immediately to the east of the theatre,
where two phases of medievalriversiderevetment were another important
discovery. The first phase of these structures, constructed from vertical
posts and horizontal planks, seems to have re-used substantial timbers
from late eleventh- or early twelfth-century buildings. Tree-ring dating
of posts from the more substantial second phase of revetment suggested
that it was constructed, using wood felled for the purpose, soon after
1142. Two further riverside stmctures, probably tiered buildings jutting
into the river, were also identified in association with tMs phase of the
medieval waterfront. Another area of excavation, at the road frontage of
The Friars, produced possible evidence of the medieval friary (a peg tile
hearth) and a lost lane, along with a good sequence of post-medieval
buildings dating from the sixteenth or seventeenth century onwards. The
latest of these buildings had been demolished to make way for the 1930s
cinema on the site.
2. Beaney Institute, Canterbury (TR 14862 57923 centred)
In May 2010 the Tmst completed a series of archaeological interventions
wMch included evaluations, watching briefs and borehole survey in 2008
and 2009, followed by an open area excavation to the rear of the Beaney
Institute in Canterbury High Street. TMs is an important and relatively
little understood part of Roman Canterbury, straddling the north comer of
the projected forum area. Evaluation at Kingsbridge Villas, immediately
beMnd the Institute, had confirmed the presence of the Roman street. The
Roman archaeology seen in the open area excavation just to the north-east
lay just outside the forum. The stratified sequence commenced with tliick
layers of compacted gravel representing levelling of the site, apparently
in the first century, followed by a timber building and courtyard aligned
with the road, dated CAD 50-70. TMs is in keeping withfindingsof early
timber constmction elsewhere in the fledgling Romano-British town, and
the stmcture was subsequently rebuilt with masonry footings, along with
a finely metalled yard adjacent to the road frontage. The building was
then extended, and a portico added. Interesting but not wholly untypical
foundation deposits were supplied for tMs development, with samian
ware pottery and the body of a neonate placed in post-hole-like features.
A larger masonry building lay to the east, mostly beyond the section of the
excavation but apparently within the same contemporary plot. TMs pliase
of buildings was supplanted by a sequence of more ephemeral timber
buildings with clay floors, apparently various workshops and kitchens,
and sub-division of the courtyard. One of the workshops was perliaps that
of a jeweller; a tiny intaglio depicting Cupid was found among scraps of
melted bronze and other metal working waste here. Two ovens were also
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noted among these stmctures, one of which was surrounded by a mass
of ammal bone. In the late second or early tMrd century, a larger timberframed building with a woodenfloorwas built in the area. Thefloorwas
still apparent to excavators because the building had suffered a major fire,
preserving burnt wood in situ. A large amount of burnt pottery was also
associated with tMs building, as well as a gold bracelet. Perfectly intact.
tMs very personal and poignant item had survived where it had fallen (or
perhaps was Mdden?) beneath the floor boards. An unknown number of
buildings of the later Roman period were represented by several large
post-pads witlun the area.
One defimte Anglo-Saxon stmcture, and one possibly of that date,
were recorded in association with the road, but occupation of the area
apparently only became dense again during the eleventh/twelfth century.
Significant evidence of this period comprised deep, often wattle-lined and
clay-capped pits that produced pottery in excellent condition (a number of
vessels fully intact), two cresset lamps, worked ammal bone objects and
good environmental evidence. A later, timber-lined cess pit, backfilled in
the eighteenth century, produced good examples of stoneware tankards
and a jug along with other pottery, bottles and clay pipes.
3. Canterbury Cathedral, south-west transept (TR15079 57907 centred)
Since November 2009 the Tmst has undertaken excavations adjacent
to the south-west transept of the Cathedral as part of important work to
establish the condition of the stmcture. Thin layers of silty clay were
found to overlay the natural Brickearth at a depth of nearly 3m beneath
the current surface, these in turn sealed by a 0.45m tliick demolition
deposit of mortar, brick and tile, sandstone and flint from a Roman
period building, probably tliat already noted in the immediate vicinity
by Frank Jenkins in the 1970s. TMs material had plainly been used as
bedding for the foundations of the Lanfranc's Norman Cathedral, begun
shortly after Ms arrival in 1070. Also cutting several Anglo-Saxon
burials from the early established lay cemetery in the area, the Lanfranc
foundations were up to 1.85m tMck. These foundations were capped
by those of the perpendicular rebuilding of the nave (1377-1405) and
transept (between 1414 and 1428). the former by a previously Mdden
and apparently redundant eighth buttress foundation for the nave. The
transept foundation cut contained a mass of disarticulated human bone
disturbed and reinterred en masse during thefifteenth-centuryworks.
Elements of an already known late medieval drain were also uncovered,
constructed by Prior Goldstone II (1495-1517) as an extension to Prior
Wibert's twelfth-century water system in order to preventfloodingof the
crypt during particularly heavy falls of rain. The drain was found to be
still operational, today fed by gutters and downpipes from the Cathedral
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roof. A number of phases of repair were evident, but it was generally
constructed with brick side walls and base and a brick vaulted roof; the
latter had been lowered at some stage and replaced towards the west by
stone slabs.
4. Nos 5-7 The Parade (TR 14995 57795 centred)
During the summer of 2007 the Tmst excavated four small trenches
(between l-2m2) at the comer of The Parade and Mercery Lane. The
work formed part of an interdisciplinary investigation associated with
refurbishment of a building of medieval origin. OMy one trench (Bl)
was excavated to the base of the archaeological sequence. An early soil
overlying the brickearth was shown to be superseded by a sequence of
deposits associated with various phases of Roman period buildings.
including floors, occupation layers and structural features. The later
structural phases fonned part of a substantial masonry building wluch
could be related to the Roman-period street pattern. The development of
a Mgh status town-house extending overmuch of the site is therefore suggested. The Roman period remains were cut by potentially post-Roman and
Anglo-Saxon pits (the latter possibly part of a sunken-featured building)
and superseded by a medieval floor and occupation layers and a cess pit
dated to c. 1140-75. Although one trench (B2) was situated entirely within
the footings for the twentieth-century basement, the backfill contained
redeposited wall fabric that was clearly of medieval date, suggesting an
early cellar liad been removed or expanded to fonn the modem one. A
significant vaulted cellar, perliaps of fourteenth-century origin, can still
be seen in the basement beneath 9-9A Mercery Lane, but notMng earlier
than the fifteenth century survives above ground.
5. All Saints Court, All Saints Lane (TR 14803 57987)
All Saints Court is a late medieval Grade II* listed building that has
recently been renovated. Tmst arcliaeologists conducted a watcMng brief
in January 2009 during the removal of a concrete floor and recorded
a medieval peg-tile hearth and mortared wall pre-dating the existing
building. The hearth base retained traces of impressions left by cooking
pots used on it. The medieval features were sealed by demolition debris
beneath a compact and trampled clay layer contaiMng brick, pottery and
animal bone. A tMn layer of sand overlying this surface was immediately
beneath the concrete floor.
6. Ryde Street (TR 14207 58246)
In October 2008 the Tmst conducted an archaeological evaluation
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and subsequent watching brief in advance of and during residential
development on a small plot of land on the north-west side of Ryde
Street in St Dunstan's. The work produced typical evidence of mixed
activity in suburban Durovernum Cantiacorum. A single evaluation
trench witMn the plot contained three compact gravel features of late
Iron Age date (possible building pads). Roman period industrial activity
and a particularly late Romano-British cremation burial containing tMee
pottery vessels. The assemblage dates to the late third or fourth century.
a time when inhumation burial is accepted as the norm. The uppermost
deposit of arc liaeo logical sigmficance in the trench was a burnt clay layer,
again suggesting industry but of the medieval/post-medieval period. The
watcMng brief on the works identified more early soils and possibly
Roman period metallings, but notMng further of a funerary nature.
7. House of Agnes, 71 St Dunstan'sStreet (TR 144 581)
A watching brief and evaluation undertaken by the Tmst on land to the
rear of the House of Agnes produced further evidence of industrial and
funerary activity in the north-west suburbs of the Roman town. The
monitoring of a service trench recorded a sequence of deposits overlying
the natural brickearth. the first datable material deriving from overlying
scorched clay layers, perhaps associated with a nearby post-medieval kiln
(already known from a previous excavation). The two evaluation trenches,
cut adjacent and parallel to the south side of the railway, uncovered a
complex sequence of features and deposits, the earliest probably in the
early Roman period. These consisted of pits, post-holes and stake-holes
sealed by a thick soil horizon, none of wMch produced dating material.
There were also first to third-century quarry pits contaiMng significant
quantities of ceramic building materials, along with metallings of a road
previously seen at Linden Grove and Starr Place to the south-west. The
quarry backfills and a silty build up sealing the disused road were cut bylater Roman pits apparently associated with small-scale industrial use of
the area. One of the later features, however, cutting the silt sealing the
road metalling, was a late Roman inhumation burial. The Roman period
archaeology in both trenches was sealed by a build up of medieval soils,
cut by nibbish pits that produced late sixteenth- to seventeenth-century
pottery.
Sites outside Canterbury
8. Bigbury Camp and the Blean Woods (TR 289 667 centred)
The Kent Wildlife Tmst commissioned a survey of areas of coniferous
and broad-leafed woodland in the vicimty of Bigbury Camp (Fig. 3) and
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Fig. 3 Plan of South Blean earthworks in relation to Bigbury camp.
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in the southern and western areas of the Blean. The walkover survey was
carried out during the early summer of 2008, with the aid of Ordnance
Survey maps and oMine air photograplis in tandem with searches of
Historic Environment Records and documentary research. The survey
of Bigbury was conducted in order to assess the impact of clearance
and fencing on the earthworks there, and served to further clarify the
morphology of the several circuits of banks and ditches. Further surveys
of the South Blean (to the west of the present village of Chartham Hatch)
and West Blean were focussed on coniferous plantations. Thefindingsof
the South Blean survey were especially noteworthy, with several major
and extensive linear earthworks recorded extending along the ridge
towards the west, tMough Fright Wood, Nickle and Joan Beach Woods
(Fig. 3). It is possible that these fomi part of a defensive dyke system
linked with Bigbury and fonning a late Iron Age territorial oppidum. A
further linear earthwork was recorded in Denstead Wood, to the north
of the line already described, and a possible earthwork enclosure was
seen to the south of the ridge in Fright Wood. Various other landscape
features, including lynchets. possible field boundaries and wood banks,
pits, quanies, and an ironworking site, were also charted.
9. Wickhambreaux barrow cemetery (TR 2169 5862 centred)
A small excavation was carried out witMn the known Bronze Age barrow
cemetery at Wickhambreaux in late September 2008. As a consequence
of the landowner at Reynold's Fami entering a Stewardship Scheme
Agreement with Natural England, a single evaluation trench was cut
across a doublering-ditchcrop mark in order to assess the level of damage
to the monument caused by past agricultural practices and infonn a
mitigation strategy for future cultivation on the land. The inner and outer
barrow ditches (with similar profiles, the fonner slightly shallower) were
indeed located witMn the trench, the upper deposits witMn them being
encountered at 0.4m beneath the surface, sealed by topsoil. Other features
were also investigated, including possible prehistoric cultivation tenaces
re-used as a trackway and what appeared to be the gravelfilledfoundation
trench of a building. The latter may be of Roman date, since the Roman
road from Canterbury to Richborough passes the site approximately 50m
to the south.
10. St Peter's Church, Bridge (TR 1834 5412)
Intennittent arcliaeological momtoring of the installation of new facilities
at St Peter's Church, Bridge, in early autumn 2007 revealed evidence of
its earlier phases of constmction as well as churchyard features. Norman
elements survive witMn the standing building despite its having been
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heavily 'restored' in the nineteenth century. The excavations further
revealed part of the twelfth-century foundation immediately beneath
the Victorian north aisle west wall, apparently forming a comer and
suggesting therefore that the Norman church did not have a north aisle,
wMch seems to have been added later in the medieval period.
11. The Meads, Sittingboume (TQ 892 647 centred)
A watcMng brief in May 2008 on groundworks in advance of commercial
and residential development at The Meads, just to the north-west of
Sittingboume. uncovered an unexpected wealth of archaeology (Fig.
4), including an Anglo-Saxon cemetery of at least regional sigmficance.
Residualfindsof Mesolithicflinttools marked thefirstknown occupation
on the site, but the earliest features comprised four apparently unenclosed
Beaker burials centrally located witlun the excavated area wMch seemed
to be spatially associated with a possibly segmented ditch. One of
these burials was particularly interesting in that the Beaker contained a
cremation deposit. An early Bronze Age ring-ditch, with no evidence of a
central burial but with a possible off-centre interment, was located in the
north-west comer of the site. To the south thering-ditchappears to have
been respected by a ditch, perhaps part of a late Bronze Agefieldsystem.
A north-west/south-east aligned ditch in the north of the excavated area
has been tentatively dated to the Roman period.
The Anglo-Saxon cemetery was probably first focussed on the then
visible preMstoric burial mound. The graves, 228 in all, were located
across the entire excavated area. Some burials lay w;itMn penannular
ditches (two burials witlun the same ditch in one case), and significant
finds of grave goods were retrieved from many of the interments,
including remains of shield bosses, knives, swords and spearheads, dress
accessories and personal equipment. One burial produced in excess of
300 beads, while another contained a pair of rare glass beakers. Two
cremation burials were excavated, one in its primary context, but another,
in a pottery vessel, apparently included in an inhumation burial as a grave
good. The cemetery probably developed from the mid sixth century, and
may oMy have gone out of use early in the eighth.
12. Minster in Sheppey (TO 9575 7306; TQ 95646 73026; TO 95575
72954)
During the spring and summer of 2007 the Tmst canied out an evaluation
and two watcMng briefs on neighbouring sites at Minster in Sheppey. The
watcMng briefs lay witMn the Anglo-Saxon and medieval abbey grounds
and were conducted in accordance with Scheduled Ancient Monument
consents. The evaluation, in the former front garden at 45 Queen's Road
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(TQ 9575 7306), revealed that the natural Bagshot Beds were overlain by
multiphase occupation dating from the late preMstoric, Roman, AngloSaxon and medieval periods. This included at least two Anglo-Saxon
buildings apparently associated with a boundary wall with a gateway and
a ditch, along with a slightly later stmcture with a clayfloor.MoMtoring
of work to replace a manhole for the vicarage drains north-east of the
abbey church (TQ 95646 73026) produced residual Roman tile fragments
and evidence of another medieval building with clayfloors,and repairs to
the wall retaimng the south-western portion of the churchyard (TQ 95575
72954) afforded an inspection of the nineteenth-century wall foundation,
probably associated with major renovation of the church in 1880-3.
13. Cedar House, Sandown Road, Sandwich (TR 3337 5803)
In 2007 a watching brief was maintained on the building of a new house
in a previously vacant plot at Sandown Road, Sandwich. Twenty-eight
medieval and post-medieval pits and two medieval wall foundations
fonning part of a single, possibly cellared, stmcture were recorded.
It was impossible to fully excavate any of the pits. wMch appeared to
result from refuse disposal starting in the twelfth century. All features
lay beneath a considerable tMckness of overlying soil, accumulated as a
result of horticultural activity in recent centuries.
14. Deal Waterworks, St Richard's Road (TR 3640 5090)
An area excavation of over 2.000m2 was undertaken on land adjoimng
Deal Waterworks between April and September 2008 (Fig. 5). About 300
individual features were examined with the assistance of local volunteers,
many from the Dover Archaeological Group (DAG), which had previously
investigated adjacent sites at Dossett Court and Queni Road. The site lies
on the Mill Hill chalk ridge, well known for its significant archaeology.
While residual Neolithic and Bronze Ageflintartefacts testified to an early
presence, Iron Age and early Roman phases dominated the Deal Waterworks site, conelating with earlier adjacent discoveries. A large number
early Iron Age pits were excavated across the area, several producing
significant quantities of pottery, animal bone and other refuse. More than
150 post-holes were recorded, affording reconstmction of four-post and
other possible stmctures associated with a settlement of some duration.
There seems to have been a considerable Matus prior to the imposition
of an early Roman field system marked by ditches and gullies across
the site, wMch were certainly maintained for some time but not into the
later Roman period; most seem to have become infilled by the early third
century. The area seems to have then remained open farmland until the
establisMnent of the watenvorks in 1840.
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15. Market Square, Dover (TR 31913 41403)
Four exploratory boreholes were drilled at the south-east comer of Market
Square. Dover, in response to proposals to erect a public TV for screening
the 2012 Olympics. The earliest deposits, naturally laid organic-rich
sediments, were sampled for palaeoenvironmental analysis, and should
provide sigmficant information concerMng the development of the
preMstoric and Roman haven at Dover. The upper 1-1.5m of deposits liad
been truncated by cellar activity including traces of several walls (that
appear to relate to an extension of the Guildhall, demolished 1861) and
recent service trenches.
16. Cowgate Hill, Dover (TR 31820 41345 centred)
During the winter of 2008-9, the Tmst conducted afieldevaluation on the
western side of Dover witMn a plot presently occupied by a mneteenthcentury terraced housing, off Cowgate Hill. Part of the area is a Scheduled
Ancient Monument since it lies witMn the western portion of the Roman
Classis Britannica fort. The five trenches dug outside the houses on the
site established tliat significant Roman period remains were indeed extant,
with stratified deposits over 1m tMck in places. The features included
short lengths of Roman period walls in all but one trench built of chalk
blocks bonded with clay, a constmction techmque typical of previously
excavated Classis Britannica fort buildings. Several building phases were
represented.
17. Nos 60-76 High Street, New Romney (TR 06517 24913)
A small evaluation at Nos 60-76 High Street, New Romney, in autumn 2008
was of particular interest in that the site is adjacent to St Martin's Field, the
location of the lost medieval church of St Martin and its cemetery. In fact,
early map evidence suggested that the area to be evaluated would originally
have lain witlun the south-east boundary of the field, adjacent to where
previous excavations had located some forty-seven burials. No further
burials or even disarticulated human remains were encountered, however,
although further evidence to add to the growing corpus of information
concerning medieval New Romney was recovered, including clay floors,
metallings, and a pit. The artefactual evidence suggests a domestic building
perhaps associated with the church in the later fourteenth to fifteenth
centuries. Cultivated soils developed across the area from the sixteenth
century onwards; St Martin's church was demolished in 1548.
18. Craythonies, Fairfield Road, New Romney (TR 06687 25248)
The evaluation undertaken at Craythornes was also considered to lie witMn
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an area of particular archaeological importance in New Romney, close to
the town's medieval waterfront and fish market. Evidence of medieval
activity was identified in all but one of the six trenches and three test pits
excavated. This comprised a series of clay floors and metalled surfaces
and occupation horizons probably associated with a building dating to the
tMrteenth and fourteenth centuries, along with a series of refuse/cess pits,
post-holes and ditches. Substantial cultivated soils accumulated across the
area in the laterfifteenthand sixteenth centuries, indicating that the site
was given over to agricultural use prior to its being incorporated witMn
the grounds of the eighteenth-century Craythomes house (previously IvyCottage), a Grade II listed building.
19. Upper Upnor; Frindsbury (TQ 75600 69700)
Field evaluation was undertaken in June and July 2009 on part of the Royal
School of Military Engineers site at Upper Upnor. One of the two trenches
revealed part of a brick building with a concretefloor,shown by subsequent
test-pits to measure perhaps 10 x 33m. The building contained several
internal features including a north-east/south-west aligned railway track.
It is presumed that the building was a warehouse or loading bay associated
with a disused siding off the Chattenden and Upnor Railway, built by the
Engineers from 1874 as a traiMng exercise. The gauge of the lme recorded
in the evaluation was slightly different to that recorded for the main line,
however, and perhaps notably similar to railways recendy reported at the
Lower Lines, Brompton, also associated with the Royal Engineers.
20. Honeywood Parkway, Whitfield (TR 31300 44250)
In January 2010, amid heavy snow, extensivefieldevaluation was carried
out at the White Cliffs Business Park, off Honeywood Parkway, WMtfield,
in advance of the building of new industrial umts. The work produced
good evidence of prehistoric, Romano-British and post-medieval activity
on the site. Close inspection of the field surface yielded significant
quantities of preMstoric flint, the earliest a typical pointed PalaeolitMc
Acheulian handaxe and a fragment of another, probably ovate. The bulk
of the flintwork was of NeolitMc to early Bronze Age date, with some
Mesolithic pieces mixed in. Of the forty-five trenches twelve contained
archaeological features. One feature was probably of prehistoric date.
but the majority were of Roman date, including pits,flint-packedpostholes, a broad ditch and two second-century cremation burials. The ditch
produced further second-century pottery including decorated samian
ware, and Roman tile, wMle an especially interestingfindfrom one of the
pits was a stone linen smoother, perhaps thefirstknown from a RomanoBritish context.
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21. St Mary's Church, Ashford (TR 01043 42714)
Recording of the internal layout of St Mary's Church, Ashford (between
October 2010 and February 2011) presented an opportumty for examining
archaeological remains in the nave and side aisles, and revealed almost
the entire ground plan of an early Norman church on the site (c. 11001150). Just over half of the masonry foundations survive intact beneath the
bases of the present north and south aisle arcades, with other foundations
marked by a series of linking robber trenches. The earlier nave was
evidently shorter but slightly wider than the current stmcture, and the
church may well have incorporated elements of the extant tower, perhaps
explaimng why tMs appears slightly awkwardly positioned in relation to
the present building. There is evidence that, at some time after c. 1150, a
narrow side aisle was added to the southern side, a common featme of
Early Norman churches across Kent. A small chancel may have lain to the
east of the tower, but this area was beyond the scope of the cunent work
and not investigated. The early church appears to have survived virtually
unaltered until the thirteenth century when it was almost completely
demolished to make way for rebuilding on a grander scale with north and
south transepts. It is this building, heavily altered by the Fogge family in
the earlyfifteenthcentury, wluch fonns the cunent church.
JAKE WEEKES

More detailed accounts of these sites and other work carried out by the
Tmst are published in Canterburv's Archaeology 2008-2009 (ISBN 9781-870545-20-4) and Canterbury's Archaeology 2009-2010 (ISBN 978-1870545-22-8).
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MUSEUM OF LONDON ARCHAEOLOGY INTERIM REPORTS
Greater London Boroughs
1. John Newton Court, Welling, Bexley (TO 46920 75620)
Four evaluation trenches were excavated. The limited evaluation of the
site establishing the potential for survival of ancient ground surfaces was
restricted to the western end of the site; tMs consisted of subsoil which
showed evidence of being disturbed in areas. The survival of tMs soil is
in part due to the rapid backfilling of a potential linear feature, wMch
maybe the remains of the 'Penpool Stream', and the low level multiperiod use of the area. The preserved subsoil also follows the contour of
the underlying natural, wluch suggests, the landscape originally sloped,
or the inclined edge fomis the bank of the stream. If tMs is the case, then
the 'Penpool Stream' that is supposedly meant to mn tMough the site
occurred naturally. There was also evidence of cut features cutting into
the surviving subsoil, though the limited excavation carried out on them,
made it difficult to date them or determine their function. Further evidence
of five cut features were recorded at the east end of the site; one feature
was identified as a potential linear ditch on a north-south alignment, being
tmncated by a cremation burial. These cut features probably form part
of a long term Roman settlement, possibly the continuation of a Roman
settlement recorded by Kent Archaeological Rescue UMt (KARU) in
their 1989 excavation (site code KEWW89) carried out some 70m to the
north-east of the site.
(Bmce Ferguson, evaluation February, 2009,
Grehan Contractors Ltd JNW09.)
2. Honor Oak Park Sports Ground, Brockley Rise, Lewisham, SE4
(TQ 36505 74248)
The results of the watcMng brief provide a proven alignment of the
London to Lewes Roman road. An archaeological evaluation, canied out
in September 2008, found areas of gravel metalling, presumed to be part
of the Roman road, in tMee trenches on the western side of the Honor
Oak Park Sports Ground. The watching brief, wMch was focused on
tMs western area, lias revealed that the Roman road crosses the western
area of the site. TMs road was sectioned in a number of places between
West Wickham and Peckham during the 1930s by Davis (Davis 1935,
65; Margery 1965, 53-54), and then its course projected between these
observations. It was located at an approximate depth of 0.50m, or less,
below the ground surface. The watching brief lias confinned the projected
route of the road. The gravel surfaces found during the watching brief
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were also at a similar depth below ground level as those recorded by
Davis, although they liad been subject to truncation by the levelling of the
site for sports pitches and tMs is, thus, an artificial depth of overburden.
The road showed evidence of being severely tmncated. leaving oMy the
lower sandy bedding material of the road's makeup at the south-eastern
end and a harder more solid gravel surface at the north-western end of the
road. In the centre of the watcMng brief area the road had been disturbed
by the constmction of a modem sports pavilion. The constmction of
the sports ground in the 1950s had resulted in the total removal of the
southern extent of the road, though it may survive under a raised area
at the extreme southern end of the sports ground. The surviving road
makeup lias been preserved in situ.
(Bruce Ferguson watcMng brief March-April, 2009, Loates-Taylor
Shannon on behalf of King's College London HKP08.)
Rest of Kent
3. St Peter s Wharf, Maidstone (TQ 75642 55670)
Following previous work in 2006 and 2008 (see Archaeologia Cantiana,
cxxx. 370), a watcMng brief in July 2009 adjacent to the pavement along
the site's eastern boundary only found in situ post-medieval remains. A
mbble footing 'L' shape in plan, was found to extend beyond the limit of
excavation to the south and west. To the east of the mbble footing was a
dark grey brown sandy silt wluch contained frequent charcoal. Although
tMs did not contain any dating evidence or human bone it is possibly a
remnant of medieval burial ground soil, similar to tliat recorded elsewhere
on the site. Abutting the mbble footing's western edge was a brick floor
constructed from Mneteenth-century bricks. Sealing the brick floor and
mbble footing was a clayey silt. wMch contained occasional charcoal
and ceramic building material fragments. It is likely that the masonry
stmctures relate to the either the Mneteenth-century brewery or gas works
wMch occupied the site.
(Heather Kmght watcMng brief July 2009, Blenheim House
Constmction Ltd/Citygrove Securities PLC KT-SPW06.)
4. Bockhill Farm to East Valley Farm and between Seymour Road and
Beresford Road, St Margaret's at Cliffe (TR 36339 45780)
Work on the installation of a cable trench and tMee electricity substations
was momtored between the 13 th October 2009 and 8th December 2009.
The trenches were excavated with macMne and mole plough although no
archaeology was observed in the areas excavated with the mole plough.
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Natural ground comprised of chalk with occasionalflintinclusions on the
tops of hills. Lower down the slopes, this was overlaid by a mid brown,
colluvial deposit (lull wash) of clayey silt with moderate flint and chalk
inclusions. The Mghest survival of archaeological deposits occurred at
0.10m below the modern ground surface.
A human burial was discovered in a field close to the corner of
Norway Drove and Kingsdown Road. TMs burial contained at least two
individuals, including an infant. Although there was no dating evidence
for this burial, interpretation based on nearby known remains suggests
a potential Bronze Age date. An animal burial was excavated close to
East Valley Fami but contained no dating evidence. A number of other
undatable features were identified along the route.
Threefieldboundary ditches, most likely post-medieval, were identified,
all aligned to modem field boundaries wluch demonstrate continuity of
the local field systems. A mbble surface was identified close to a Second
World War gun emplacement that may have formed part of a road or
trackway associated with it.
(Samuel Keenan. watching brief. October -December 2009.
EDF, KT-SMC09.)
VINCE GARDINER AND KAREN THOMAS
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NOTES
THE BOXLEY POTIN HOARD RECONSIDERED IN THE LIGHT OF CURRENT
RESEARCH

In 1983 a small hoard of 20 Iron Age potin coins of Class I Flat Linear
type was discovered by Mr Ray Cox wMlst metal-detecting near Boxley.
A short report and list appeared in Archaeologia Cantiana the following
year (Kelly 1984) and the matter was considered closed.
Current research by the writer into the typology of Flat Linear I coins
and the recording of hoards has revealed a number of inaccuracies in
the earlier report for the Boxley hoard. In part, tlus was because these
coins were fairly unfamiliar at the time. The number of known coins and
new varieties has since increased considerably and a new classification
system intended to replace tliat of Derek Allen, published in 1971, is in
preparation (Holman, forthcoming a).
Thefinderstill retains the hoard intact and kindly allowed the author to
see the coins and record them to modem standards. It is now clear that there
are oMy 18 coins rather than the 20 previously reported (not including the
solitary coin found some time earlier). The reason for tMs is that some of
the fragments do in fact join, contradicting the previous statement that none
did so; photographs taken at the time and now in the Celtic Coin Index
(CCI) were taken at different scales and are thus misleading.
The types shown in the published list now show a number of changes, in
particular the fact that there are no coins of Allen's type L. It is no longer
the case tliat Flat Linear I hoards necessarily end with type L, as the 1999
North Foreland hoard has shown (Holman, forthcoming b); rather, they
are just as likely to end with type J, at least in Kent. Similarly, the type L
element in the BircMngton hoard is minuscule (Holman, forthcoming c).
The Boxley hoard is one of a group of tMee Flat Linear I hoards from
a relatively small area to the north and east of Maidstone. The earliest of
these, found at Lenham Heath in 1781. is sadly largely lost, with oMy
a handful of coins surviving in the British Museum, and the size and
composition of that hoard is impossible to reconstruct. The most recent
hoard was found on the North Downs plateau in the viciMty of Thumliam
in 2003: tMs is a large hoard containing in excess of 250 and probably
over 300 coins, many unfortunately broken owing to fanning activity
and the nature of the local geology, but including several examples of a
significant, previously unknown type. The Boxley hoard itself was found
on the southern slope of the North Downs escarpment. It can thus be seen
that there appears to be no depositional pattern in their distribution.
Although the small size of the Boxley hoard should give grounds
for caution when it comes to analysis, it can be noted that it has some
similarities with the BircMngton and North Foreland hoards, with a pre309
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CCI ref

Allen ref

Weight (gm)

82.0380

J3 var.

0.51 *

82.0381
82.0385

J2

0.54 * 0.37
*

82.0386

GB2 var.

0.84*

82.0387

Dvar.7

1.09

82.0388

GB2

0.61 *

82.0389

GB2

1.35

Notes
Fragment, Reverse cf, J3 but obverse
head left.
}2 fragments of same coin. Still
} incomplete.
Fragment, No striations visible.
Unusual style. Elongated pellet for eye,
no sign of ring. Bull of odd form also.
Fragment.

82.0390

F4

1.10*

Fragment. Front legs of bull wide apart.

82.0391

GB1

1.06*

Fragment. Crossed striations.

82.0392

J2 var.

1.16

Same type as CCI 68.1056; bull left.

82.0393

J5

1.13*

Fragment,

82.0394

J5 var.

0.91 *

Fragment.

82.0395

J3

1.61

82.0396

J2

1.17

82.0397

.12

1.36

82.0398

.14

1.60

82.0399

.12

0.97*

Fragment.

82.0400
84.0006

.12

0.52 * 0.39
*

}2 fragments of same coin. Still
} incomplete.

84.0007

GB2

1.71

End of strip.

* Incomplete coin.

dominance of Allen J and, to a lesser extent. G types. The date of deposition is probably c.80/75-65/60 B C
A conected list under the Allen system, so far as it can currently be
adapted, with CCI references is shown above. It should be noted that it
has not been possible to match the numbers in the 1984 list to tlus.
DAVID HOLMAN

Allen, D.F, 1971, 'British Potin Coins; a Review', in Jesson, D. and Hill, D.
(eds). The Iron Age and its Hillforts, Southampton, 127-154.
Haselgro ve,C, 1987, Iron Age Coinage in South-East England: the Archaeological
Context, BAR 174,2 vols, p. 279.
Holman, D.J. (fortlicoming a), 'A new classification system for tlie Flat Linear
potin coinages'.
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Holman, D.J. (forthcoming b), 'The Flat Linear potin coin hoard from North
Foreland, Broadstairs'.
Holman, D.J, (forthcoming c), 'The Flat Linear potin coin hoard from Quex Park,
Birchington'.
Kelly, D.B., 1984, 'Boxley potin hoard',,Archaeologia Cantiana, ci, 367-368.
TWO CHALKWELLS AT GRAVESEND

In June 2011a small team from the Kent Underground Research Group
was asked to investigate a subsidence in the pavement outside No. 30.
Whitehill Road, Gravesend (TQ 6526 7284). A small hole 0.4m across liad
been discovered during work to replace a water pipe. TMs gave access to
a deep circular sliaft 1.4m in diameter. The shaft had been cut through the
upper chalk and had been capped with a brick dome constructed maiMy
of Victorian yellow stocks which was in sound condition and securely
bedded into the chalk. The lowercourse of bricks appeared older, possibly
17th-century. The shaft was found to be 7.7m deep to the top of sandy
debrisfillof unknown depth.
Some tentative probing uncovered the top of a chalk cut chamber
3.3m long by 1.2m wide with an accessible height of 1.8m although the
original depth was assumed to be much deeper. It was also thought that
there was at least one. probably two, other chambers radiating from the
shaft that were inaccessible. It would appear that the original brick cap
had failed in Victorian times and when attempts at filling the deep void
proved fruitless, a new cap was constructed.
After the examination the site was made safe and sealed by contractors.
The dimensions of tlus feature are remarkably similar to those of a deep
17th-century chalkwell examined by the late Jolm Caiger in 1958,1 wluch
as far as can be determined was a little further north along WMteMll
Road to the rear of The Echo public house. Caiger's shaft was 1.5m in
diameter and penetrated the chalk for 7.9m before tMee large chambers
were excavated with a depth of over 20m. It is probable that tMs latest
subsidence was originally comparable in size.
Caiger also noted two other chalkwells found in the immediate
neighbourhood near Coombe Road in 1950 wluch were discovered during
the clearing of woodland for a school playingfieldbut were unfortunately
not examined. He thought that they were probably of similar large
dimensions and that there were probably several other deep chalkwells
in the area (pers. comm.).
The amount of chalk brought up from these excavations would be far in
excess of that required for chalking the local farmland. Caiger concluded
that it was likely that the chalk was burnt into lime for local building
projects as well as using raw chalk for agricultural use.
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A much smaller chalkwell was discovered in 2009 when a small hole
appeared in the pavement outside of number 13, Golf Links Ave,
Gravesend, (TQ6757 7128) which revealed the remains of a shallow
four-chambered example. The KURG investigator found that after an
inadequate cap had failed, the short shaft had collapsed and added to the
substantial debris from previous attempts tofillthe cavity. TMs debris cone
reached to witMn a metre of the surface and much of it may have come
from site spoil when the estate was being built and the shaft sealed.
The arching of four equidistant chalk chambers was visible but all were
filled to witMn half a metre or less of the roofs, making a full investigation
impossible. A rough estimate of the total original depth would be in the
region of 5m.
UMike in the deep chalkwells noted above, the miner had left very
little roof cover before commencing the chambers and was probably an
agricultural worker with limited mining skill tasked with obtaining chalk
to use on the surrounding fields.
With such little evidence, it was not possible to give a defimte date to
the stmcture. although other early 19th-century chalkwells are known in
the area and it is probable that it is of similar age.
ROD LEGEAR
1

Caiger, J.E.L., 1960. 'Some Early Chalkwells in N.W, Kent', Archaeologia Cantiana.

LXXIV, 81-90.

SUBSIDENCE AT FORT BORSTAL

On 16 January 2011, at the invitation of the owner, a small party of
Kent Underground Research Group members visited Fort Borstal, near
Rochester, to investigate a subsidence in the north-west comer of the dry
ditch (TQ 73251 66485). A small hole had, over some time, grown to a
natural looking fissure in chalk mbble 0.8m long by 0.4m across at its
widest point.
The fissure was descended and the remains of a steel girder and
corntgated iron capping resting on solid chalk were encountered at
a depth of 1.4m from the surface. Below tMs a 1.7m circular shaft cut
tMough the chalk was found which descended to a depth of 4.1 m from the
surface where it was blocked with chalk mbble infill. The original depth
of the ditch was between 1-1.5m below the present surface level which
suggests that the capping was at the level of the ditch floor.
The investigators concluded that the shaft was the filled access of a
chalkwell-type denehole that had been uncovered during constmction of
the fort. It would have made a convement hole for constmction debris
wMch was used to fill it completely.
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The condition of the ironwork of the capping suggested a date of around
the Second World War when the fort was garrisoned by soldiers maiming
an Anti-Aircraft gun battery on the site. By tlus time the Victorian fill
would have settled and the shaft could have partly re-opened. It was then
hastily capped and forgotten, the covering slowly being buried under
general rubbish and nibble.
Shortly after the completion of the prison at Borstal in December 1875,
work started on the constmction of the fort using convict labour. Fort
Borstal being one of the ring of forts and fortifications built to defend the
dockyard at Chatham from possible French attack. It was built as a land
fronted polygonal shaped fort with a deep dry moat. In the First World
War it became a stores and staging post for troops on their way to the
French battlefields and between the wars it was used by a Royal Artillery
Territorial Amiy company.
In 1939-45 the fort became an Anti-Aircraft gun site wMch was
credited with shooting down six enemy aircraft in twenty minutes on 15th
September 1940. The fort stayed in the jurisdiction of a Royal Artillery
maintenance umt until the Home Office took it over in 1961 and put it
into the care of the Borstal Institution who used the fort as a store and the
moat as a pig stv until 1977. The site was sold into private ownersMp in
1991.
The small agricultural chalk mines known as deneholes and the later
versions called clialkwells were the subject of great interest to Victorian
antiquaries, lntiie Rochester Naturalist of April 1887 Charles Bird wrote
a short article on the subject of Rochester deneholes in wluch he described
what would be now recogmsed as a chalkwell:
A more advanced type of denehole, somewhat similarly situated, exists
in what was till lately a wood near the convict prison on the west of
the Maidstone Road. The chalk here has about four feet of clay upon it,
and the shaft goes a little deeper into the chalk before expanding than is
usually tlie case, the chalk roof being about six feet tliick. At tlie request
of our secretary, the governor of tlie prison was good enough to set some
convicts to clear this hole out, and we made a careful examination of it.

A sketch plan and section of the hole is reproduced in the article and
shows a fairly typical three-chambered chalkwell with a shaft of about
the same diameter as tliat found at Fort Borstal. Bird goes on to say:
Some other similar holes were said to have existed in the immediate
neighbourhood, but being deemed dangerous, as indeed they were, they
had beenfilledup.
It is clear that chalkwells were fairly common in the area and the shaft
examined at Fort Borstal was probably one of them. Chalkwells were
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being dug from the 17th century up until the beginning of the 20th century.
As it appears that the shaft pre-dated the constmction of the Fort in 1875
a date in the late 18th or early 19th century is probable.
ROD LEGEAR
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